Heterostructures involving graphene and bismuth, with their ability to absorb light over a very wide energy range, are of interest for engineering next-generation opto-electronics. Critical to the technological application of such heterostructures is an understanding of the underlying physics governing their properties. Here, using first-principles calculations, we study the interfacial interactions between graphene and bismuth thin-films. Our study reveals non-intuitive phenomena associated with the moiré-physics of these superlattices. We show a preservation of graphene-derived Dirac cones in spite of proximity to a substrate with large spin-orbit coupling, a greater influence of graphene on the electronic structure properties of bismuth, and the surprising presence of a magnetic solution, only slightly higher in energy (by several meV) than the non-magnetic structure, possibly validating experiments. Such subtle and unanticipated phenomena associated with the moiré-physics are expected to play key roles in the practical applications of heterogeneous assemblies of two-dimensional quantum systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low-dimensional heterosructures made by bringing together different (or even the same, but mis-orientated) two-dimensional (2D) materials form moiré-superlattices. These moiré-superlattices often display new and unusual properties, providing opportunities for fundamental physics and applications [1] . Some notable emergent phenomena due to vertical stacking of 2D materials are: (a) flat bands and superconductivity observed in bilayer graphene with small twist angles (magic angles) between the two layers [2] , and (b) quantum anomalous Hall effect [3] , spin-orbit torque [4] , transport magnetoanisotropies [5] in a graphene monolayer with substrateinduced exchange and spin-orbit couplings.
In the last few years, a considerable interest has been expressed in heterostructures involving graphene and bismuth (Bi). These composite structures are remarkable for many reasons, including enhanced light absorption over a very wide energy spectrum, encompassing the infrared, visible and ultraviolet frequency ranges. It was demonstrated, for example, that bismuth nanoparticles integrated with graphene can serve as an effective photocatalyst. Such a heterostructure is stable and displays high photocatalytic activity across the whole solar spectrum [6] . The ability to absorb light over a wide range of frequencies also makes graphene/Bi interfaces ideal for use in photodetectors. In this context, a particular composite structure -bismuth nanowire arrays capped by graphene -was found to be especially promising as it exhibited an enhanced, fast and broadband photoresponse [7, 8] .
To date, no prior theoretical studies have examined graphene-Bi heterostructures, although there are several studies focused on a related problem of how the adsorbed or intercalated Bi atoms interact with graphene [9] [10] [11] . These theoretical works, although instructive, cannot be used to understand and explain the photoresponse of graphene-bismuth interfaces that were investigated in the aforementioned experiments. Motivated by the lack of an understanding of the physics of the system at the atomistic level and the experimental works on this heterostructure [7, 8] , here we study graphene/Bi interface. We address several unresolved questions: (a) What is the most stable crystal structure of the interface? (b) Does the Dirac electron structure remain intact in the heterostructure, and why? (c) What is the charge transfer between the constituents? (d) How strong is the spinorbit or Rashba splitting of the surface states? In the process, we shed light on how heterogenous assemblies of quantum materials can result in unexpected and sometimes subtle, yet important interfacial effects. One of the unexpected results is the preservation of graphenederived Dirac cones, albeit with a small gap at the Dirac points due to breaking of the sub-lattice symmetry. This is a surprising result as graphene's electronic-structure properties are expected to be greatly influenced due to proximity to the Bi-substrate, with Bi being a very heavy element with a large spin-orbit coupling (SOC). On the other hand, there is a greater influence of graphene on the electronic structure properties of Bi substrate, with the Bi-derived surface states showing an atypical Rashbatype effect. Another surprising result is the presence of a magnetic solution, only slightly higher in energy (by several meV) than the non-magnetic structure, giving a possible explanation to experimental observations [14, 16] , which have been at variance with theoretical results thus far. In the magnetic structure, the moments are mostly contributed by the surface/sub-surface bismuth atoms. The broken time-reversal symmetry in the magnetic structure lifts the degeneracy of the Bi-derived surface states at the time-reversal invariant momenta (TRIM), as is observed in experiments. These phenomena associated with the moiré physics are expected to arXiv:2002.06318v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 15 Feb 2020 play key roles in the practical applications of these materials.
In addition, our work helps to shed light on the experimentally-observed enhanced photoresponse in the heterostructure formed between single layer graphene on Bi nanowires. This phenomenon was interpreted differently in Refs. [7] and [8] . According to Jin et al., the major player here is graphene, and its improved light absorption is due to the opening of a band gap. This gap, in turn, is assumed to be caused by the wrinkled surface and anisotropic tensile strain [7] . Huber et al., however, argued that the generated photocurrent is mostly of photovoltaic nature, i.e., based on the separation of generated electron-hole (e-h) pairs by the built-in electric field across the interface (it was assumed that charge transfers from Bi to graphene). In this mechanism, in contrast to that suggested in Ref. [7] , both of the constituents of the system play crucial roles: while graphene serves as a channel material, Bi nanowires absorb light due to a higher density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level. As will be discussed in subsequent sections, our results support the assumption made by Huber et al., that the zero-bias photocurrent generated on the graphene/bismuth interface is due to the interfacial electric field.
II. METHODS
We performed first-principle calculations using the projector-augmented wave method [17] as implemented in the Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP) [18] . Considering that the diameter of nanowires used in the experiments [7, 8] is large (200-250 nm), their interaction with a graphene layer can be understood by studying an interface between graphene and a bismuth thinfilm. In our study, we used a Bi (111) surface as it is known to be the most important Bi surface for practical applications [13] . The (111)-terminated Bi surface was simulated by thin Bi-films formed by stacking several (from 1 to 8) Bi (111) bilayers (BL) along the trigonal axis, each BL representing a buckled honeycomb lattice. Results are presented for the composites with a 6-BLthick Bi(111) substrate in the short-period commensurate structures, while a 3-BL-thick Bi(111) substrate is used for the long-period commensurate structures. We should note that for larger structures considered in this work, one can also use a single BL Bi (111) as a substrate, to ease the computation burden. Though this approximation overestimates the quantum confinement of the substrate, it nevertheless captures the main features of the interface interaction between graphene and Bi (111) surface.
We adopted the PBE generalized gradient approximation (GGA) to describe the exchange-correlation potential [19] . The spin-orbit coupling (SOC) which plays a significant role in the electronic structure of Bi, was taken into account in the self-consistent calculations of energy bands. The kinetic energy cutoff was set to 500 eV. Dur-ing structural relaxations the in-plane lattice parameter of the Bi (111) film was fixed to the bulk value and atoms were allowed to move until the difference in total energies between two ionic steps was below 1 × 10 −4 eV. A 25Åthick vacuum layer was chosen to prevent interaction between the replica slabs. Our calculations included dipole corrections to avoid interactions of the heterostructure with its images induced by the asymmetric graphene-Bi composite with a non-vanishing surface dipole density. In order to take van der Waals interactions into account, we adopted the many-body dispersion energy method [20] since it leads to interlayer distances close to the experimental values, both in graphite and bulk bismuth. A 16×16×1 Monkhorst-Pack k -point grid has been used in the case of an ideal graphene lattice containing only two atoms per cell. Approximately the same k -point density was kept in going from the 2D honeycomb lattice to more complicated structures.
Since the actual structure of graphene on a Bi (111) substrate is experimentally undetermined and can be incommensurate, we investigated a large number of crystal approximants to the incommensurate interfaces. The next section details the geometrical and symmetryrelated aspects of the possible graphene/Bi (111) heterostructures considered in this work.
III. POSSIBLE COMMENSURATE GRAPHENE/BI(111) HETEROSTRUCTURES
In this section, we consider some purely geometric aspects of commensurate hexagonal hetrostructures and highlight symmetry-based aspects that are needed for future discussions.
In what follows, we assume that a graphene sheet is placed on a Bi (111) film that has hexagonally arranged surface atoms. We want to create a set of supercells or moiré patterns that are commensurate with both the graphene substrate and film. Let a 1 = 
where n and m are integers (both negative and positive), and |t 1 | = |t 2 | = |t| = a g √ n 2 − nm + m 2 . In general, the vectors t i and a i are not parallel to each other and form an angle:
Using Woods notation one can label the commensurate supercells as (f (n, m) × f (n, m))Rθ g , where the I: Four smallest crystal approximants or moiré supercells to the incommensurate interface between graphene and Bi(111) film. Note that for all the Bi-supercells, N = 0 but M = 0, so that θBi=0 and θ = θg. symbol R means rotation by a corresponding angle and f (n, m) = √ n 2 − nm + m 2 . As in the case of graphene, possible hexagonal supercells commensurate with the Bi substrate have lattice vectors given by:
where,
To be mutually commensurate, the graphene and Bi (111) supercells must have identical lattice parameters: t 1 = T 1 and t 2 = T 2 . This condition is equivalent to demanding that the graphene and Bi superlattices obey the so-called diophantine equation: a g × f (n, m) = a Bi × f (N, M ). The twist angle between the two lattices is given by:
Since Bi is a substrate, its in-plane lattice parameter a Bi should be fixed to a bulk value. This condition forces graphene to accept a lattice parameter a g = a Bi ×f (N, M )/f (n, m), which is in general different from that in free-standing graphene a 0 g . In Table I we present the four smallest crystal approximants to the incommensurate interface; both the (n, m) − (N, M ) indexing and Woods nomenclature are used. One can see that in the first approximant the graphene lattice parameter a g is larger, in the second smaller, in the third again larger, and in the fourth is almost exactly equal to a freestanding value, a 0 g (4.533Å). The described relations between t 1,2 and a 1,2 , T 1,2 and b 1,2 , as well as identity of t i with T i establish a one-toone correspondence between the moiré, graphene and Bi (111) Brillouin zones (BZ). Using simple algebra one can show that the K g and K g momentum of graphene, for example, are folded to a Γ moiré point if (n + m) is a multiple of 3. If, however, (n + m) is not a multiple of 3, then the momenta K g and K g map to different moiré k points:
Further, if both n and m are multiples of 2, then the M g points are translated into Γ. If only n (or only m), or none of them is a multiple of 2, then M g → M . The same relations are applicable to Bi (111) thin films, if the integers N and M are considered instead of n and m.
It should be stressed that the two pairs of integers, (n, m) and (N, M ), and the twist angle θ determine only the translation symmetry of the moiré pattern. To define the point symmetry we need to know the position of the axis of twisting. When this axis coincides with the trigonal (C 3 ) axis of Bi (111) and passes through the carbon atom or hexagon center of graphene, the point group of the whole heterostructure is also C 3 . If the twisting axis does not coincide with the trigonal axis and/or does not pass through a carbon atom or hexagon, the point group reduces to C 1 . In any case, the presence of the Bi (111) substrate breaks the symmetry between the A and B graphene sublattices, and will open a gap at the Dirac points. The splitting of the Dirac states can be additionally facilitated in some moiré structures due to mixing of electronic states belonging to two different valleys. In such structures, the graphene K g and K g points map to the Γ moiré point; they are exemplified by structure-I from Table I .
IV. ATOMIC AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF HETEROSTRUCTURES
In experiments, the composite structure may sample all or most of the registries and different strain levels listed in Table I . Hence, in the following sections, we consider all of the moiré supercells. Even so, particular attention has been given to two smallest supercells, I and II, because they are simple and reflect many features of larger nearly stress-free structures. To find the most stable atomic configuration for each structure, we not only relaxed the atomic positions but also considered different horizontal shifts of the graphene with respect to the Bi thin-film. We found that in the most stable configurations, graphene's hexagons tend to be centered above the Bi atoms in the topmost layer. The barrier for the relative shifting is found to be rather small. It ranges from 5.0 to 7.5 meV/atom, which is typical for van der Waals materials. The distance between graphene layer and substrate was found to be 3.40Å, with a variation of about ±0.10Å for different commensurabilities.
For this smallest supercell, n + m is multiple of 3 and therefore, the two Dirac cones associated with graphene are translated into the Γ point. They should be gapped due to the inter-valley scattering. There is, however, an additional factor that contributed to the gap at the Dirac points -the broken symmetry between the two graphene sublattices. Indeed, the lowest-energy structure for this superlattice is the one in which graphene's hexagons are centered on the Bi atoms of the top, second or third layer [ Fig. 1(a) ]. Thus, all of the initially equivalent carbon hexagons now belong to three different groups depending on which Bi-atom they surround. The hexagons from each group have a C 3 symmetry with slightly different alternating bonds. As the hexagons from different groups always share a common side, in going from one group to another the alternating bonds change as (α, β) → (α, γ) or (α, β) → (γ, β), where α, β and γ are the three different calculated bond lengths. We thus see that the A and B graphene-site symmetry is broken.
Our first-principles calculations confirm that the graphene-derived Dirac cone indeed shows up in the vicinity of Γ [ Fig. 1(b) ]. As expected, a sizable gap of 70 meV is formed between the upper and lower part of the Dirac cone. This gap is much larger than the gap of 0.024 meV in pristine graphene, which is caused by intrinsic spin-orbit coupling (SOC) [21, 22] . Nevertheless, one might suspect that along with the combined effects of the two factors mentioned in the previous paragraph, there may be enhanced SOC within graphene induced by its proximity to a heavy-element substrate with large SOC. This will be shown not to be the case towards the end of this sub-section. Also, note that the cone is downshifted by ∼ 0.55 eV, implying strong n-doping of the graphene layer.
Along the ΓM direction, except the region close to Γ, the calculated bands are similar to that found in pristine Bi (111) ultra thin-films [24, 25, 27, 28] . Among them, there are two surface bands, SS1 and SS2, shown in green and blue respectively in Fig. 1(b) . In pristine Bi (111) thin films, SS1 and SS2 are spin degenerate and each of them can be viewed as a hybrid of two surface states localized on opposite (top and bottom) sides and having opposite spins. In our case of the graphene/Bi (111) heterostructure, both SS1 and SS2 surface-bands are slightly spin-split, especially between the Γ-and Mpoints [ Fig. 1(b) ]. This spin-splitting will be discussed more fully in the next subsection. Here, however, we want to explicitly demonstrate that it is caused by the presence of the graphene layer which breaks the inversion symmetry of the heterostructure as a whole and lifts the Kramers degeneracy everywhere inside the BZ. Indeed, when the graphene layer is removed from the top of the Bi substrate while keeping the Bi atoms fixed, the splitting along Γ − M practically disappears [ Fig. 1(c) ]. A weak residual splitting is present even after removing of the graphene layer, which can be traced to the fact that the mirror symmetry in the Bi thin-film (with respect to the surface-parallel plane passing through the center) still remains broken due to frozen graphene-induced lattice distortions. If we remove the Bi-film instead of the graphene layer, then the heterostructure transforms into another model system-a freestanding graphene sheet with frozen Biinduced lattice distortions. The band structure of this system is characterized by a band gap which is very close to that found in the heterostructure itself -70 meV [ Fig. 1(d) ]. This suggests that the gap in the Dirac cones opens up mainly due to to breaking of A-and B-sublattice symmetry and the intervalley scattering, whereas the proximity-induced SOC plays a minor role in such an opening. Further, panels (b) and (d) in Fig. 1 , imply that there is hardly any hybridization between the π-derived bands of graphene and sp-derived states of Bi, despite the fact that they have similar energies. This becomes especially clear from the projected density of states shown in Fig. 1(e) , which shows very weak hybridization between the carbon p z states and Bi s, p x , p y and p z states within 0.5 eV around E F . The reason is that they do not overlap much spatially as no carbon atoms sit immediately above the topmost Bi-atoms [ Fig. 1(a) ]. It should be noted, however, that the hybridization becomes much more pronounced for the energies above 0.5 eV relative to E F , as seen from Fig. 1(e) .
Here, the lowest energy configuration corresponds to a structure in which some carbon hexagons are centered above the Bi atoms in the topmost layer [ Fig. 2(a) ]. The average distance between graphene layer and substrate is 3.37Å. The point symmetry of this structure is C 3 because the trigonal axis passes through the carbon atom. Here, the momentum K g and K g of graphene are folded to the K and k points of the heterostructure, respectively, since (n + m) is not multiple of 3. Figure 2 (b) is a plot of the the band structure of the composite structure. As can be seen from the band structure plot, the bands along the ΓM direction are Biderived, and they are graphene-derived in the vicinity of the K-point. This essential feature stems from the fact that the graphene and substrate orbitals barely hybridize in the near-E F region because they are well separated in k -space.
As in the case of structure-I, here we observe two surface states, SS1 and SS2, dispersing along ΓM . Again, they are spin-split inside the interval (but not at points Γ and M themselves, which are TRIM points) due to structural asymmetry induced by the presence of the graphene layer. Though similar, this is not a typical Rashba-type effect because it involves the states from the opposite surfaces, rather than the same surface. Such a splitting at a given k -point leads to a global spin polarization due to asymmetry between the local polarizations on the opposite surfaces. This however does not make the system magnetic, because along with k, there is also the oppo-site vector −k for which the in-plane spin polarization switches the sign, in accordance with time-reversal symmetry [ Fig. 2(d,e) ]. When integrated over all spin states and over the entire BZ the net magnetic moment vanishes.
In the k -region where SS1 and SS2 are spin-split, two bands (one from a SS1 pair and one from a SS2 pair) are localized on the graphene/Bi interface and the remaining two on the Bi/vacuum interface. The bands in each pair have opposite spin directions and therefore can be considered as a result of Rashba-type spin-orbit splitting. In the case of ideal Rashba scenario these two bands would cross at the Γ and M points, but this does not happen here due to quantum size effects. The bands do not cross at Γ merely because the used substrate is not thick enough (6 BL). As shown in Ref. [29] , the gap between SS1 and SS2 at the Γ point around E F disappears for the thin films thicker than 9 BL. The situation is more subtle in the event of M point where the absence of the energy gap stems from the strong hybridization between the surface states localized on the opposite sides of the Bi film [16, 24, 25, 27, 28] . In going from Γ to M , the character of SS1 and SS2 gradually changes from surface-like to bulk-or quantum-well-state-like, with the wave functions spreading over the entire thickness of the Bi film. To illustrate this we have explicitly plotted the charge density distributions [ Figs. 3(a,b) ] for the SS2 states at the kpoints indicated by red circles in Fig. 2(b) . As seen from Figs. 3(a,b) , the spin-split SS2 states at one-fifth of the way from Γ to M are well localized at the Bi/graphene and Bi/vacuum interfaces. At the M point, however, the charge density is uniformly distributed in the region spanning between the two interfaces [ Fig. 3(c) ].
In contrast to the Γ and M points, the electronic states near the K valley are associated with graphene. In the vicinity of the K-point we clearly observe the graphenederived Dirac cones. The Dirac cones are separated by a gap of 1.6 meV [ Fig. 2(c) ], which is much lower than that in structure-I, but still large as compared to 0.024 meV in pristine graphene (due to SOC) [21, 22] . The Dirac points are shifted downwards relative the Fermi level by ∼ 0.13 eV, resulting in n-doped graphene, like in structure-I. The degree of doping here, however, is considerably lower than that in structure-I; the reason will be discussed in Section V.
The other important difference between pristine graphene and graphene on Bi is that in the former the bands are doubly degenerate due to time-reversal and inversion symmetries, whereas in the latter they are spinsplit, as seen from the spin-resolved band structure near the K (K ) point [ Fig. 2(c) ]. The magnitude of the spinorbit splitting of the π bands is about 1 meV, and the spin (its in-plane component) rotates clockwise around the outer Dirac cones (both upper and lower cones). The spin rotates in the opposite sense if one goes from the outer to inner Dirac cone. As to the z-component (not shown here), it keeps its sign in going around any cone, but the sign becomes opposite in passing from the upper to lower cone, and vice versa. All the rotations switch their senses in going from K to K . Interestingly, our spin structure is qualitatively similar to that obtained for graphene under out-of-plane electric field, with SOC taken into account [21] . This implies that the Bi substrate affects the electronic structure of graphene as an effective electric field. Since the Dirac bands do not get inverted, as opposed to the case of graphene on WSe 2 [23] , graphene within this particular heterostructure does not exhibit quantum spin Hall effect.
Strictly speaking, the band structures of the supercells under discussion depend on the relative horizontal shifting of the graphene and Bi lattices, even though this dependence is only slight. One of the visible effects of such a shifting is the displacement of the Dirac cones and changes in their energy gap. In the case of heterostructure shown in Fig. 2 , the Dirac cones (their tips) are located not at the K point, but are shifted from it a bit toward Γ [Fig. 2(c) ]. By assuming that the Dirac cones are centered exactly at K, one could obtain a wrong energy gap of 11 meV instead of the actual value of 1.6 meV. Further, we found that the gap practically does not change upon "turning off" of SOC. Once again, this confirms the conclusion that the band gap at the Dirac points in the heterostructures under consideration opens up mainly due to fact that the A-and B-sublattice atoms of graphene "feel" different potentials induced by the substrate.
To mimic the semi-infinite behavior of the Bi (111) film and eliminate interaction between the surface states from the opposite sides, we terminated the bottom surface with hydrogen. Via structural relaxation, each hydrogen atom was found to sit directly below a Bi atom of the bottom layer, with a bond length of 1.87Å. The introduction of H-atoms removes the surface states SS1 and SS2 from the bottom side, but keeps them on the top side adjacent to the graphene layer. They are spin-split and this splitting is consistent with the Rashba picture [ Fig. 4(a) ]. As expected in the Rashba picture, the bands are degenerate at the M point. Further, in Fig. 4(a) , one can observe two new bands along the Γ-K and K-M lines that cross the upper and lower Dirac cones above and below the Fermi level. They are dominated by H s-orbitals hybridized with Bi-s orbitals (in the bottom surface layer closest to H) and Bi p x,y orbitals (in the second bottom layer). The spin texture of the bands is characterized by three main features [ Fig. 4(b-d) ]. First, the x-component almost vanishes along Γ-K. This is explained by the fact that in our calculations Γ-K is parallel to x, whereas the spin orientation tends to be is perpendicular to the wavevector. Second, the out-of-plane (z) component is as large as in-plane components, in contrast to the conventional Rashba picture. And third, the z-component vanishes along the Γ-M line. This result can be under-stood as due to the mirror symmetry of the plane formed by this line and z axis (i.e, the yz-plane). Since spin S is an axial vector, its components transform under mirror reflection as S ⊥ → S ⊥ and S → −S , where S ⊥ and S are the components perpendicular and parallel to the mirror plane. See the detailed discussion by Henk et al. [30] for a geometrically similar situation of surface states of Au (111). We should note that these three features have been observed in an experiment using photoemission spectroscopy to study Bi(111) thin film grown on Si(111) [14] .
Interestingly, in the case of a hydrogenated heterostructure, along with nonmagnetic structure, we also found a magnetic solution, which is only slightly higher in energy (by several meV). This solution corresponds to non-collinear magnetism which is maintained by the Biatoms in the top surface layer on the graphene side and in the second layer on the bottom (hydrogenated side). The local moments of the Bi-atoms of the topmost surface (graphene side) are mostly parallel to the surface, while the moments on the Bi-atoms from the bottom surface are perpendicular to it (i.e. along z). The magnitude of the local moments is calculated to be ∼0.10-0.15 µ B for both groups.
We believe that the surface magnetization in our system has the same origin as the local magnetization in the armchair-edged BiSb nanoribbons [15] . In the case of BiSb nanoribbons, magnetism appears whenever the Sb-atoms along the edges are passivated, but there are unsaturated Bi atoms with dangling bonds. In our case, the Bi atoms from the bottom second layer also become unsaturated due to passivation of the Bi atoms of the first layer. In addition, the Bi atoms on the topmost surface layer are also effectively unsaturated due to charge transfer to the graphene monolayer (the topmost Bi atoms contribute most to the charge transfer).
The total energy only weakly depends on the orientations of the local moments, so that it is difficult to find the most favorable orientation of the net magnetic moment of the system, M . Fig. 5 shows the calculated band structure for a particular case when M = [0.03, 0.41, 0.47] µ B . By comparing Figs. 4 and 5 one can see that the introduction of magnetic ordering changes the spin texture and the connections of the bands dramatically due to breaking of the time-reversal symmetry. In particular, as the SS1 and SS2 surface bands disperse along Γ-M , the x-component of their spin switches sign somewhere inside the interval. The bands themselves are not degenerate at M since this point is not a surface TRIM any longer. This result sheds light on the heated debate in literature on whether or not SS1 and SS2 in Bi (111) films are degenerate at M [see, for example, work by Chang et al. [28] ]. Some researchers argue that SS1 and SS2 do not converge even in the bulk limit, and therefore, bulk Bi has a nontrivial topology [26, 27] . Our calculations suggest that splitting of the bands at M on the (111)surface of single crystals can be understood by taking into account weak surface magnetism. This statement is backed by experimental results showing the asymmetry (with respect to k → −k) of spin polarization in Bi (111) on Si (111) [14, 16] .
C. Structures III and IV: long-period structures
In these relatively long-period structures [III and IV from Table I ], there are 26 and 62 carbon atoms per supercell, respectively [see Figs. 6(a) and 7(a)]. The characteristic high-symmetry k -points of graphene and Bi map onto different moiré k-points: K g → K, K g → K and M Bi → Γ for structure-III, while for structure-IV, we have K g → K , K g → K and M Bi → M . These foldings allow one to understand the main features of the band structures shown in Figs. 6(b) and 7(b)). First, the graphene-derived Dirac cones are well preserved as they are separated from Bi bands in k -space, similar to the case of structure-II. Second, in structure IV, the bands close to E F and along Γ-M resemble those in structures I and II -in all of these cases the M Bi -point is translated to M .
In both the band structures, we can clearly see only the upper part of the Dirac cone. The Dirac points From the band structures in Figs. 6 and 7 one can naively think that the lower part of the Dirac cone (especially for structure-IV) is strongly hybridized with the bands contributed from Bi atoms. This point also seems to be supported by the comparison of Figs. 7(b) and 7(c) , showing that in the heterostructure, the Dirac cone and some of the Bi-derived bands tend to avoid crossing. In reality, however, the hybridization is weak, as seen from the direct calculations of projected density of states, Fig. 7(d) . The situation here is very similar to that found for the structure-I.
V. CHARGE TRANSFER BETWEEN GRAPHENE AND BISMUTH
In order to understand why the level of doping is considerably different for the composite structures I-IV, we calculated the work functions of the constituentsgraphene layer and Bi (111) film. The work function for a particular surface is defined by the difference between the the local potential in the vacuum and the Fermi level. The local potentials averaged parallel to the (001)-surface as a function of the coordinate z for stress-free graphene and Bi (111) film are shown in Figs. 8 (a,b) . The calculated work function in stress-free graphene is much larger than in Bi (111) (4.98 eV vs 4.20 eV). Therefore, in a stress-free heterostructure electrons should flow from Bi to graphene, creating an interfacial electric field.
In order to understand why the level of doping itself changes from one structure to another, we should keep in mind that the work function of graphene strongly depends on the strain. As seen in Fig. 8(c) , the work function increases (decreases) with lattice dilation (contraction). In structure-I [( 1) ], the graphene layer, as seen from Table I , is stretched by 6%, and its work function noticeably increases, further facilitating the charge transfer from Bi to graphene. It is not surprising, therefore, that this structure exhibits the highest degree of n-doping of the graphene (∼0.55 eV). In contrast, in structure-II or (2 × 2) on (1 × 1), the graphene sheet is compressed by 8%, and its work function reduces practically to the value of Bi. Accordingly, the driving force for the charge transfer is relatively weak and the Dirac point shifts down relative to the Fermi level by only 0.13 eV. Structure-III is similar to structure-I in a sense that the layer is also stretched, although by the much smaller amount of 2%. Consequently, structure-III demonstrates the second largest shifting of the Dirac cone (0.45 eV). And finally, structure-IV is almost strain-free; here the shift of the Dirac point is 0.29 eV.
VI. DISCUSSION
We are now in a position to discuss the reasons for the experimentally-observed photoresponse in single layer graphene/bismuth nanowire heterostructures. According to Jin et al. [7] , it is due to the opening of a band gap at the Dirac point as a result of stretching. This conclusion is based on the results of first-principles calculations [31] claiming that a band gap of 300 meV opens up in graphene under a 1% uniaxial tensile strain. However, this large gap [31] was obtained without taking into account the shift in the position of Dirac points away from the initial reciprocal vectors under a strain that comprises a shear component [32] , thereby over-estimating the gap. Moreover, in order to open a band gap of that magnitude in graphene, the strain in graphene should be about 25% [33] , which is much larger than those reported in the experiments [7] . On the other hand, our calculations show that a graphene layer is always n-doped by the Bi-substrate. This is true even in the structures in which it is stretched, which increases its work function, reducing the extent of its n-doping (as compared to the stress-free state) by bismuth. This is consistent with the reports that Bi-atom intercalation results in a sizable ndoping of graphene grown on different substrates [10] [11] [12] . Hence, the charge should flow from Bi to graphene, generating a considerable electric field. Thus, our results favor the view of Huber et al. [8] that the photocurrent generated in graphene/bismuth nanowire heterostructures is mostly of photovoltaic nature.
In addition to the aforementioned practical aspect of our study, our work also explores interfacial properties of graphene and Bi composites. We obtain the counterintuitive result showing that Bi only weakly increases intrinsic SOC in graphene, and the Rashba spin-splitting of the Dirac cone is nearly zero (∼1 meV). The reason can be understood in the following way. In a free-standing graphene layer, the intrinsic SOC that opens a band gap at the K-point comes almost entirely from carbon's d− and f − orbitals, though their contributions to the density of states are negligible [21] . Hence graphene has only a small intrinsic SOC. In order to significantly increase the SOC in graphene, one should use a substrate with the d− and f − orbitals capable of hybridizing with the π-states of graphene (which have a larger contribution to DOS). However, Bi does not belong to this group of substrates, despite the fact that Bi is a relatively heavy element (Z Bi =83). The lighter element, Au (Z Au = 79) does a much better job. The d-bands of Au strongly hybridize with the π bands of graphene, thus leading to a giant proximity-induced Rashba effect [12] . As regards to the spin splittings of the Dirac cones, our results point to a negligibly small value. This is consistent with existing experiments and theory. The ARPES data collected around the Dirac cone for Gr/Bi/Ir(111) structure did not reveal any clearly observable spin splitting [11] . Similar data shows that spin splitting of the Dirac cone in the Gr/Bi/Ni(111) system is finite, but very weak (≤ 10 meV) [12] . In the case of Gr/Bi/SiC(0001), first-principles calculations predict a splitting of 4.99 meV [10] . All these spin-splittings are of the same order of magnitude as the value found in our work (∼1 meV) .
Surprisingly, the effects of graphene on the electronicstructure properties of the Bi thin-film are more pronounced. The presence of a graphene layer can be viewed as a perturbation that breaks the mirror symmetry about the central plane parallel to the surface of the substrate, and results in an atypical Rashba spin-orbit coupling. In the case of the non-magnetic solution for the moiré superlattice, we demonstrated that this graphene-induced spin-orbit coupling leads to spin-splitting of the surface states on opposite sides of the Bi-film, though without a net magnetic moment. We also found a magnetic solution which was only slightly higher in energy as compared to the non-magnetic structure by only a few meVs.
In the magnetic structure, the spin-splitting results in a net magnetic moment, localized on the surface/subsurface Bi-atoms. This surface magnetism breaks the time-reversal symmetry, lifting degeneracy of the surface states at the TRIM point (M ), which was also observed experimentally. These results provide a possible explanation for the experiments, which have been at variance with theory. Theory does, indeed, predicts a nonmagnetic ground state, and hence, the degeneracy of the surface states at the TRIM point. However, in experiment, the bismuth film can adopt magnetic structure under different conditions, such as presence of strain, defects and adatoms bonding with the surfaces. In summary, our study reveals several interesting and non-intuitive phenomena related to the moiré physics of the graphene-bismuth heterostructure, while also providing a physical picture required to understand and explain the experiments in this field.
